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Name:
Veronica Jackson, HR Director DataStaff, Inc.
State:
North Carolina
Nonimmigrant Visas:
H-1 Visa [2]
Country:
United States
Email:
Contact person by email [3]
Comment:
I don?t really know where to start.&nbsp; We started with another local immigration
attorney&nbsp;with one candidate, but he insisted that a friend had gotten great results with
Rajiv.&nbsp; Our company is very loyal with local businesses and even attorneys :).&nbsp;
We went with Rajiv as this candidate was very persistent about his success rate and he was
adamant that we HAD to use Rajiv?s office.&nbsp; Personally I?m very skeptical so I went out
on the web searching for information about this ?Rajiv?, who seemed to in our candidate?s
friends eyes - walk on water.&nbsp; I found myself looking at the C-SPAN video that is posted
on the immigration.com web page.&nbsp; That one video had me SOLD on his knowledge
base, his compassion towards others and his eagerness to help those who did not understand
to&nbsp;understand!&nbsp; I was excited for our first conference call and I was not
disappointed!&nbsp; After that introductory conference call we all breathed a sigh of relief as
we were very new to the H-1 process.&nbsp; I had been designated the ?H-1 EXPERT? for
our firm so I knew I had to mesh well with Rajiv and his team.&nbsp; I knew also after
speaking with his H-1 Team and later his Green Card Team that we were all a perfect
match.&nbsp; Anna and Judi have been instrumental in pushing through TREMENDOUS
amounts of documentation for H-1 transfers, new H-1 applications, and RFE?s&nbsp;that we
received from USCIS.&nbsp; Jagbir and Rajiv?s attention to detail on those issues was truly
astounding.&nbsp; We also have worked with Heather and Art with Green Card procedures
and filings.&nbsp; Heather held my hand&nbsp;through all of the advertising, postings, job
descriptions, fees?I felt like if I made one wrong move I would be responsible for a denial in
this process.&nbsp; Of course my fears were calmed and I feel truly blessed to have come in
contact with this firm.&nbsp; I am truly amazed each time with all of their knowledge of these

processes.&nbsp; They are ALL always on top of things and great at getting POSITIVE
RESULTS.&nbsp; Even when technically our representation is done, they are there to answer
questions as a courtesy to our company.&nbsp; We are so very grateful for all of their
assistance and we feel that we have a partner in the murky waters of immigration law.&nbsp;
We&nbsp;HIGHLY recommend The Law Offices of Rajiv S. Khanna to any company who is
new to immigration or even old pros at it.&nbsp; We HIGHLY recommend The Law Offices of
Rajiv S. Khanna to immigrants who are working their way through the murky processes of
immigration.&nbsp; We HIGHLY recommend The Law Offices of Rajiv S. Khanna if you want
a team who is not just in the ?present? part of your case but are looking ahead at any
stumbling blocks that could hinder your process.&nbsp; We highly recommend The Law
Offices of Rajiv S. Khanna if you desire EXCELLENCE!&nbsp; That is what it is all about!
Thank you Rajiv, Anna, Judi, Heather, Art, Jabir, Leslie, and all the other team members who
have worked tirelessly with our company, many other companies&nbsp;and individuals for the
benefit of people who are looking for opportunities here in our great land?
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